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Press Release                                             

Great interest for BT-Maric constant flow valves at Aquatech Amsterdam 2019!
Aquatech Amsterdam is the world’s leading trade exhibition for process, drinking and waste water. The 
exhibition is a unique concept in Europe with a 100% focus on water, with a visitor attendance of 22,614 
from 147 countries and over 1000 exhibitors every two years.

Aquatech Amsterdam has evolved over the years to feature a wide range of water related products, from 
pipes and pumps, membranes and metering to water technology solutions. Now 55 years later, the show has 
built a leading reputation by following the market closely. Over the last editions urban and industrial water 
were added to the programme as well as resource recovery, desalination, smart metering and much more.

Bertfelt Teknik has been an exhibitor at Aquatech Amsterdam since early 2013 and for every year the 
show has grown bigger. Agne Bogren, CEO of Bertfelt Teknik summarizes the show:

“Aquatech Amsterdam has proven again to be the centre of gravity in the water industry 
when it comes to innovation, spotting new trends, transforming the way we think about 
water. The dynamic and energy level we experience at the Amsterdam show cannot be 
compared with any other show in the water industry. The show has helped us to meet many 
new contacts from many European countries. We are especially pleased to have met and 
initiated dialogues with important OEM-manufacturers. There was a great interest in our 
range of constant flow valves with small flow rates starting from 0,15 L/min, all with the 
same high accuracy. We also found a high interest in discussing custom made constant flow 
valves for OEM-manufacturers. Efficient water handling is a key issue when designing and 
improving products and processes. BT-Maric constant flow valves are becoming more and 
more a cornerstone for saving water in many industries.”
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